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Abstract—We present the first physics-based approach to modeling the effect of random dopants on hot-carrier degradation
(HCD) in FinFETs, which is based on a statistical analysis
of HCD performed over an ensemble of 200 transistors with
different random dopant configurations. As a reference, the
results obtained with the deterministic version of our HCD model
are used. The statistical analysis shows that degradation traces
and device lifetimes have quite broad distributions and that
the deterministic model tends to overestimate HCD and makes
pessimistic predictions on device lifetime. Moreover, lifetime
distributions evaluated for high stress voltages and for biases
close to the operating regimes have different shapes which makes
backward lifetime extrapolation challenging, thereby demonstrating that full physics-based HCD treatment is of crucial
importance.
Index Terms—hot-carrier degradation, stochastic modeling,
random dopants, physics-based model, FinFET, interface traps.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Hot-carrier degradation (HCD) is recognized as one of the
most important and detrimental degradation modes together
with bias temperature instability (BTI), time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB), random telegraph noise (RTN),
etc, that deteriorates performance of the field-effect transistor
(FET) and hinders introduction of novel transistor nodes. With
the rapid shrinking of device dimensions the detrimental effect
of HCD becomes more pronounced. Recently HCD has been
reported to be the main reliability issue in most advanced
FinFET nodes fabricated by Intel [1, 2]. This is because the
very fast reduction of device dimensions is accompanied by a
much slower (if any) scaling of the transistor operating (and
hence stress) voltages. As a result, these miniaturized FETs are
subjected to high electric fields which result in severe carrier
heating, subsequently giving rise to HCD.
In addition to reliability problems, modern transistors can
show quite broad sample-to-sample variability of their characteristics which also becomes an important issue. Such variability can be either of macroscopic nature (fluctuations in
the dielectric thickness, continuous doping profiles, etc) [3–
7] or stem from microscopic factors such as local perturbation of material properties (e.g. related to the amorphous
nature of dielectric materials and hence corresponding dielectric/semiconductor interfaces) [8, 9], random dopants [10, 11],
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etc. The latter aspect is especially pronounced in transistors
with dimensions in the sub-decananometer range because these
FETs contain just a handful of dopants which are randomly
distributed over the device [11]. As a result, ultra-scaled
transistors can have wide spreads of their parameters such as
the drain current, threshold voltage, etc. This is the reason
why the effect of random dopants on the characteristics of
pristine devices was a subject of extensive research performed
by several groups [6, 10, 12, 13].
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Fig. 1: Experimental and simulated with the deterministic version of our HCD
model normalized changes of the linear drain current with time ∆Id,lin (t).

As we will demonstrate here, the situation becomes even
more complicated when an analysis of degradation of shortchannel devices is attempted. Indeed, degradation is related
to the build-up of defects which proceeds in a stochastic
manner, i.e. generated defects are also randomly distributed
over the device, although following the macroscopic defect
density, which can be used as a probability density for defect
coordinates if one considers an extensive set of samples with
different trap configurations. As a result, the reliability in
modern FETs is considered as time dependent variability [14,
15]. This means that changes of device parameters during
stress cannot be described by using a single degradation trace
which results in a single device lifetime value. Instead, a set

II. T HE MODELING

of degradation traces (each of them has a certain probability)
should be considered, while the device life-time has to be
described in terms of a probability density distribution. To
summarize, comprehensive modeling of any of the reliability
phenomena in nanoscale FETs should include a statistical
analysis.
Such a statistical analysis has already been applied to the intimately related degradation issues BTI, RTN [16], and TDDB
[17]. As for HCD, extensive experimental efforts focused on
the statistical description of this effect were performed [18–
22]. Moreover, some modeling approaches which study the
impact of random positions of interface traps generated during
HC stress have been recently published [23, 24]. However,
these approaches do not capture the effect of random dopants
on HCD and perform simulations for a device with a fixed
configuration.
The only paper which attempts to perform a comprehensive
statistical description of HCD has recently been published
by Bottini et al. [24]. This work presents an investigation of
the impact of randomly distributed dopants and traps (created
by hot-carrier stress) on the device characteristics. However,
the bond-breakage process in this paper is described using
phenomenological treatment of the defect generation kinetics.
As a result, this approach does not consider the interplay
between single- and multiple-carrier mechanisms of Si-H bond
dissociation (see [25, 26]). An adjacent problem is that the
effect of random dopants on carrier transport is also not
addressed in [24]. We believe, however, that a physics-based
description of these two aspects is of crucial importance for
stochastic modeling of HCD.
Therefore, the goal of this work is to transform our
deterministic HCD model [26, 27] (which can successfully
represent HCD over a wide class of devices including planar
FETs [27], FinFETs [28], and high-voltage transistors [29])
to a stochastic description of the effect of random dopants on
HCD.

Our deterministic model for HCD considers the single- and
multiple-carrier (SC- and MC-) processes for Si-H bond breakage and all their superpositions [30, 31]. Even at relatively low
stress voltages, the single-carrier mechanism has been shown
[26, 32] to provide a significant contribution to the cumulative
bond rupture rate. This is due to the coupling of these SC- and
MC-mechanisms which has been recently reported to be the
most probable path of bond dissociation [25, 32–34]. Within
this scenario, the bond is first being excited by several lowenergetical carriers from the ground state to some intermediate
level. The energy barrier which separates this level and the
transport mode is reduced (compared to the bond-breakage
energy from the ground state) and therefore the probability of
a solitary carrier which can deliver this portion of energy and
trigger an SC-mechanism is increased.
The rates of both mechanisms are calculated based on a
thorough description of carrier transport [35]. To tackle this
problem, we employ the deterministic Boltzmann transport
equation solver ViennaSHE [35–38], which evaluates carrier
energy distribution functions (DFs) at the Si/SiO2 interface
for given stress conditions and a specified device topology. To
generate the device architecture we use the Sentaurus Process
simulator [39] which is coupled to the device and circuit
simulator MiniMOS-NT [40]. We perform calibration of these
modeling tools in a manner to represent the current-voltage
characteristics of the pristine device and ensure that the doping
profiles (and other architectural features) are correctly captured. Note that this scheme creates a device with continuous
doping profiles.
The distribution functions are then used to calculate the
interface state generation rates for single- and multiple-carrier
bond-breakage processes (and their superpositions) [30, 31]
and the interface state density Nit . While calculating these
quantities, we also consider the effect of the bond rupture
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Fig. 2: A schematic representation of the FinFET with random dopants.
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Fig. 3: The distribution of linear drain currents simulated for 200 different
realizations of random dopant configurations. The linear drain current value
for the parent device and the average linear drain current are also shown.
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energy dispersion which can substantially affect the bondbreakage rates of both the mechanisms [26]. Note that these
fluctuations of the dissociation energy stem from the structural
disorder at the interface with an amorphous dielectric layer.
In the model, this information is contained in the value of
the standard deviation of the bond-breakage energy σE and
this quantity is assumed to be fixed for all devices from the
same technological node but varies if one switches from one
technology to another. Together with the concentration of Si-H
bonds in the pristine device N0 (which is also determined by
the technological process), σE is the main adjustable parameter
of the model. The obtained Nit (x, y, z, t) profiles are then used
as input for the device simulator MiniMOS-NT to calculate
changes of the transistor characteristics over time.
The deterministic version of the model has already been
validated for a wide class of transistors [26, 29]. However, in
this paper we focus on the effect of random dopants on HCD
in an n-channel FinFET with a gate length of Lg = 40 nm
(the corresponding channel length is Lch ∼ 28 nm) and the
operating voltage of Vdd =0.9 V (the threshold voltage is
Vth = 0.4 V). The high-k gate stack contains an interfacial
SiO2 layer with a physical thickness of 0.4 nm and a 2.4 nm
thick HfO2 layer (the resulting equivalent oxide thickness
is 1.2 nm). These devices were stressed for ∼2 ks at room
temperature under three different combinations of stress voltages Vds , Vgs (Vds and Vgs are the drain and gate biases,
respectively) corresponding to the worst-case conditions of
HCD in short-channel devices [41]: Vds = 1.6 , Vgs = 1.7 V;
Vds = 1.7 V, Vgs = 1.8 V; and Vds = 1.8 V and Vgs = 1.9 V.
To access hot-carrier degradation we recorded changes of the
linear drain current (normalized to the drain current in the
pristine device) ∆Id,lin as functions of stress time, see Fig. 1
and [28]. From Fig. 1 one can conclude that the model can
represent degradation traces with good accuracy using a unique
set of model parameters.
The device structure generated by the Sentaurus Process
simulator was then used as a template to generate a set of
200 devices, where each of these devices is characterized
by a unique distribution of random dopants (sketched in
Fig. 2). The number of 200 samples was chosen to be a
good trade-off between acquiring extensive statistics of various
random dopant configurations and computational burden. Note
that the transport simulator ViennaSHE requires substantial
computational resources and therefore increasing the number
of samples can dramatically increase computational time. To
create transistors with different dopant configurations, for each
mesh cell of the initial template device we multiplied the
local concentration of doping impurities by the cell volume,
thereby obtaining the number of discrete atoms in this cell.
Then this number was a subject of randomization, i.e. for each
cell a Poisson distributed (with the mean value determined
by the macroscopic doping concentration) number of cell
atoms was set. In these virtually generated samples, if the
number of impurity atoms is transformed to a continuous
concentration this quantity will be fluctuating from sample to
sample. However, if one calculates the average over the device
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Fig. 4: Families of electron energy distribution functions calculated for Vds =
1.8 V and Vgs = 1.9 V plotted for three sections in the device: in the source
(upper panel), in the channel (middle panel), and in the drain (bottom panel).
In addition, the DFs for the nominal device and the average DFs are shown.

ensemble, the resulting doping concentration will correspond
to the concentration in the template device.
All further simulations (DFs, Nit profiles, ∆Id,lin (t) traces,
and device lifetimes) are carried out using this ensemble of
devices for two combinations of stress voltages of Vds =
1.7 V, Vgs = 1.8 V, and Vds = 1.8 V, Vgs = 1.9 V and
for biases which are quite close to the operating regime:
Vgs = Vds = 1.0 V (Vdd = 0.9 V). Note that for a reference we
also calculated all these quantities for the original macroscopic
device with non-fluctuating doping concentration. Since this
device “integrates and averages” all doping profiles we label
results obtained using this transistor as “deterministic”.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
For each of the devices in the ensemble we calculated
linear drain currents (at Vds = 0.05 V and Vgs = 0.9 V)
and binned these values into a histogram presented in Fig. 3.
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For comparison, we also show the Id,lin value typical for
the macroscopic device. From Fig. 3 one can see that the
linear drain current probability density is close to a normal
distribution with the mean value higher than the deterministic
Id,lin value.
Three series of electron DFs evaluated at Vds = 1.8 V and
Vgs = 1.9 V for the source, channel, and drain are shown
in Fig. 4. One can see that each set of DFs is very broad
and typically the deterministic DFs have higher values in the
mid-high energy range, as compared to the mean DFs. This
trend is especially pronounced in the drain section of the
device (Fig. 4, bottom panel) where the Nit density has a
peak which makes the most prominent contribution to HCD.
In other words, based on the behavior of electron DFs, we
expect that the deterministic version of the model should result
in substantially stronger HCD than the average degradation
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Deterministic and average ∆Id,lin (t) traces are also plotted.

typical for the entire set of the devices.
The interface state density profiles Nit (x) (where x is
the coordinate from the source to the drain; x = 40 nm
corresponds to the drain and thus for the sake of visibility
only the drain Nit peak is resolved) evaluated for three stress
voltages and summarized in Fig. 5 confirm this idea. Thus,
for all stress conditions the deterministic Nit values are much
higher than the mean. Note that for Vgs = Vds = 1.0 V the
deterministic Nit values can be lower than the mean values
but this trend is pronounced only for Nit . 1010 cm−2 and
such low Nit concentrations do not affect device performance.
Fig. 6 presents three series of normalized ∆Id,lin (t) traces
which have substantially broad distributions. The trend that
the deterministic model overestimates HCD is also visible in
this figure. Using the changes of the linear drain currents
we extracted lifetimes for each realization of the devices
(determined as time at which ∆Id,lin = 0.1) and binned these
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Fig. 7: Distributions of device lifetime extracted from ∆Id,lin(t) traces
(Fig. 6) for Vds = 1.7 V, Vgs = 1.8 V; Vds = 1.8 V, Vgs = 1.9 V; and
Vds = 1.0 V, Vgs = 1.0 V. The deterministic and average lifetimes are also
marked.

values into histograms. At a first glance, lifetime probability densities obtained for Vds = 1.7 V, Vgs = 1.8 V, and
Vds = 1.8 V, Vgs = 1.9 V are nearly normally distributed,
while for stress conditions close to the operating regime the
distributions are asymmetric. To check this in greater detail
probit plots for the cumulative distribution functions for device
lifetimes are employed (see Fig. 8). They confirm that the
device lifetime for higher stress voltages can be described by a
normal distribution, while at Vgs = Vds = 1.0 V the probability
density is clearly non-normal. Finally, we can see (Fig. 6) that
for all stress regimes the deterministic lifetime is shorter than
the mean.
One of our main results, namely that HCD in the device
with the non-fluctuating doping concentration substantially
differs from the average HCD, is consistent with findings by
Asenov et al. for pristine transistors [42, 43]. The authors of
[42, 43] showed that the drain current, threshold voltage, and
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Fig. 8: Probit plots for device lifetimes under three stress conditions: Vds =
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1.0 V. One can see that for higher stress voltages (Vds = 1.7 V and Vds =
1.8 V) lifetime distributions are very close to the normal ones.

the mobility calculated for the deterministic version of the
device significantly deviate from their mean/average values
obtained for the ensemble of FETs. This behavior is due to a
strong distortion of the channel potential by individual doping
atoms which can dramatically perturb carrier transport and
depopulate the high-energy fraction of the ensemble, thereby
strongly affecting the carrier distribution functions (Fig. 4),
interface state density profiles (Fig. 5), ∆Id,lin (t) degradation
traces (Fig. 6), and device life-times (Figs. 7,8).
An important consequence from these trends is that an HCD
model calibrated using a doping profile calculated e.g. with a
process simulator will result in HCD stronger than that evaluated by averaging contributions given by all devices in the set.
All these considerations mean that for a comprehensive HCD
analysis one should perform a complete statistical treatment
of the effect of random dopants.

IV. C ONCLUSION
For the first time we have performed statistical modeling
of the effect of random dopants on hot-carrier degradation.
To achieve this goal, we used an ensemble of 200 FinFETs
with different configurations of random dopants and calculated
carrier energy distribution functions, interface state density
profiles, linear drain current degradation traces, and lifetimes
for each of these devices as well as for the device with
the average doping profile (referred to as “deterministic”).
We found that in all cases HCD (and related quantities) is
overestimated if treated with the deterministic version of the
model. In addition, device lifetimes have rather broad distributions. For higher stress voltages, their probability densities
are nearly normally distributed, while for the regime similar to
the operating conditions the lifetime distribution substantially
deviates from the Gaussian. Therefore, full statistical treatment
should be carried out to describe HCD in sufficient detail.
Finally, we conclude that one cannot easily extrapolate back
from accelerated stress to operating conditions because lifetime distributions in these regimes have substantially different
shapes.
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